
Animal World
How well do you know the animal world? Choose the correct answer to the 

questions that follow.
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Porcupine      Python     Koala      Black Panther 

Duck-Billed Platypus

Help Help 

a. The spiny rodent b. The herbivores marsupial

c. The mammal that lays eggs.

d. Strongest climbers of the cat family

e. One of the largest snakes.

1. Which land animal is the fastest runner?

a. Rabbit b. Ostrich c. Cheetah

2. ‘howls’ is the sound made by which animal?

a. Pig b. Fox c. Horse

3. Name the animal killed by the poachers for its ivory tusks.

a. Rhinoceros     b. Elephant       c. Tiger

4. Name these animals. Pick the correct options from the help.
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Have you seen the aquatic animals given below? Name and find out more 

about them.
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1. Eight armed animal

2. The intelligent animal

3. Brittle stars

4. Flipper feet animal

5. Can change colour

6. The bulky mammal

7. Brainless & bloodless

8. The pearl animal

9. The flower like animal

Jellyfish     Octopus     Walrus     Starfish     Sea anemone

Seal     Oyster     Dolphin     Seahorse  

Help Help 
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Birds are feathered, winged and egg-laying animals. There are 

around 10,000 living species. Given below are some uncommon birds. 

Identify them.

Classic Aves

Kiwi       Hummingbird       Macaw        Flamingo        Pelican

They are the gentle giants of the parrot 

species and one of the most popular pet birds, 

because of their endearing characteristics. 

These social birds are ______________ .

Help Help 

The birds are flightless. They lay the largest 

egg in relation to their body size of any species 

of bird in the world. They are the national 

symbol of New Zealand. These nocturnal birds 

are _________________ .

The birds get its famous pink colour because of 

the algae and shrimps they eat. They eat with 

their head upside down in the water and rest by 

standing on one leg. They are ____________.

The flights of these birds are amazing to watch. 

They can fly up, down, forward, backward, 

sideways and stop in midair. They are the only ones 

that can fly backwards. The smallest bird species, 

they are _____________ .

The birds are best known for their famous 

throat pouch. They use their elastic pouches to 

catch fish. They do not store fish in them, but 

simply use it to catch. They are ___________ .

(3)

(4)

(5)
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Can you guess along with Smarty the names of these leaves? 

They have a significant impact on our lives.

1. Herbal Drink  

2. Cures Jaundice  

3. Cures Measles  

4. High Nutritional Value 

5. Adds flavour

6. ‘Enhance’ cooking 

7. The Oily leaves 

8. Plates or decorative element 

9. Also known as ‘sarso’. 
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Source Affairs

Here are pictures of some common things. Some come from plants and some 

come from animals. Classify them by writing their names in the space provided.

Plants Animals
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Advantage Leaf
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